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Abstract
An optimization problem is formulated to attain the vector of optimized primary suspension passive dampers of a bogie
in order to minimize wear in railway applications. A mechanical system with five degrees of freedom (DOF) comprising
a single rigid wheelset attached to a fixed bogie frame is chosen to explore the effects of primary suspension damping
components on wear. Different operational scenarios including tangent and curved tracks together with different levels
of track irregularities are introduced to be used as inputs to model. The equations of motion of the system are obtained
and the FASTSIM algorithm is employed to relate the creepages and the corresponding creep forces in different
directions. At vehicle maximum admissible speed and a given set of operational scenarios, the optimized values of the
primary suspension passive dampers in longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions are found through a genetic
algorithm optimization routine in MATLAB. The outcomes of current research can not only be used to minimize wear
in railway operation as well as reduce track access charges and maintenance costs, but also give insight into designing
adaptive bogies.
Keywords: optimization, wear number, primary suspension damper, genetic algorithm, FASTSIM, passive control.

1

Introduction

Railway technology provides one of the most important and efficient ways of transportation. In order to improve the
cost efficiency of railway operation it is desirable to run the vehicle at maximum allowed speed to reduce track access
charges while, having minimum wear. These two criteria are generally in conflict. Therefore, in order to increase the
cost efficiency, it is required to find a trade-off between resulting wear in system and vehicle’s speed. Track condition
and wheel profile can affect bogie dynamics behaviour and wear. Well qualified tracks and optimized wheel profiles
provide less wear and higher speeds on different operational scenarios. Dynamics behaviour of bogie on curves as well
as effects of wear on operational performance, wheel and rail profiles also corrugation growth is explored in [1-6]. In
this paper, it is assumed that track condition and wheel profiles are given and the focus is to achieve higher efficiency
by changing bogie dynamics parameters.
Primary suspension system components, can affect bogie dynamics from different perspectives such as maximum
admissible speed, wear, safety, ride comfort and so on. In this regard, several researches with focus on bogie primary
suspension components are done during the last decades. Application of either semi-active or active vibration control
strategies using Magneto-Rheological (MR) dampers as well as other types of active components on bogie dynamics
behaviour is another interesting point of research (especially for bogie secondary suspension system and ride comfort
criterion), see e.g. [7,8]. However, active components can amend bogie performance, there are some drawbacks
associated with such systems. For example, design and maintenance cost are higher than the cost for similar passive
solutions. Risk of sensor failure, demand for sufficient number of actuators and additional power supply are some other
problems in this field.
Passive elements on the other hand, can affect bogie dynamics behaviour, significantly. Although, stiffness and damping
values associated with such components are merely unique and constant values. As a result, such components cannot be
adjusted with respect to different operational scenarios to improve the vehicle performance. Consequently, it is
inevitable to formulate and solve several optimization problems to detect the optimized values of passive components
that guarantee the best operational efficiency. In this regard, several researches on this particular field are done, see e.g.
[9-12].The genetic algorithm based multiobjective optimization of bogie suspension components with respect to safety
and ride comfort issues is investigated in [13]. Results for a half car as well as a three car railway vehicle model in
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GENSYS proved the efficiency and reliability of such optimization routines.
The ultimate goal of the current study is to improve the cost efficiency of railway operation (reducing wear and
increasing speed, particularly) with focus on optimization of primary suspension dampers. In other words, for given sets
of operational scenarios, effects of bogie primary suspension dampers on wear are investigated. In this regard, an
optimization problem is defined to yield the optimized values of bogie primary dampers which will guarantee minimum
wear at vehicle’s maximum admissible speed on different operational scenarios. Here, a single wheelset with five DOF
is chosen for the analysis. In order to have reliable system dynamics response as well as computational efficiency, a fast
and reliable contact model is required. FASTSIM algorithm is able to predict the contact creep forces with a satisfactory
level of accuracy and speed up the computation time, simultaneously [14]. Therefore, FASTSIM algorithm is chosen
here for the analysis. Genetic algorithm optimization routine in MATLAB is employed to minimize wear objective
function which is measured based on wear number. The outcomes of current study not only can improve the operational
efficiency in passive case, but also provide useful insight into designing adaptive bogie using switching or other types
of semi-active control techniques.

2

Modeling

A single wheelset with 5 degrees of freedom (DOFs) is considered. The wheelset is assumed to be rigid and is
connected to the bogie frame by linear springs and dampers in longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions. Among all
the possible motions of the wheelset only torsional angle along the wheelset axle is omitted. The primary suspension of
the bogie system and corresponding degrees of freedom are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. a) Primary suspension of the bogie; b) Corresponding DOFs

Using the trajectory coordinate described in [15], the equations of motion for the considered mechanical system are
expressed as follows:
  Qe  Q v 
M  T  p

   

  0     Qd 

(1)

p  [ s, y, z , ,  ] is the vector of generalized coordinates of the wheelset. s is the track arc length travelled by the
wheelset. M is the system mass matrix corresponding to the trajectory coordinates, Qe is the vector of applied forces on
system, Qv is the vector of coriolis and centrifugal forces, Φ is the kinematic constraint Jacobian matrix, λ is vector of
Lagrange multipliers, and Qd is the vector obtaining from differentiating constraint equation twice with respect to time.
For further information regarding application of trajectory coordinates in railway analysis, see e.g. [15].
Towards obtaining the general forces acting on the wheelset, the track-wheel interaction should be addressed and the
corresponding contact problem should be solved. There are several contact theories with different levels of accuracy
such as Kalker’s linear, Vermeulen-Johnson and others available in the literature to obtain the contact forces between
wheel and rail [15,16]. Since, optimization is a time costly process it is required to have a relatively fast and reliable
contact theory to increase the computational efficiency of optimization. FASTSIM algorithm works based on the
simplified version of rolling contact theory and is able to estimate the longitudinal and lateral creep contact forces, as
well as spin creepages with a satisfactory level of accuracy [14]. Using such algorithm can speed up the objective
function evaluation in optimization routines, significantly. Therefore, FASTSIM algorithm is chosen here to find the
relationship between creepages and the corresponding creep contact forces in different directions.
Ideal unworn S1002 and UIC60 profiles are chosen to approximate wheel and rail functions, respectively. In order to
calculate general forces acting on the wheelset, it is necessary to calculate rolling radii and contact angles corresponding
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to each wheel. There are several possibilities to find the contact point positions on wheel and rail. For example, look up
tables coming from measurement data as well as some analytical methods which works based on the wheel and rail
profile parameterization [17,18] could be useful in this field. However, computational burden of these methods is
almost heavy. As described earlier, it is extremely important to employ computationally efficient routines and methods
for optimization to speed up the process. On the other hand, it is not necessary to calculate the contact point positions
with very high accuracy in most of the applications and a suitable estimation for that can represent the actual behaviour
of the system with a satisfactory level of accuracy. Consequently, in order to improve the computational efficiency, it is
assumed that the rolling radii and contact angles remain constant and equal to the corresponding nominal values during
the analysis.
Although, wheels and track are considered as rigid bodies, it is assumed that elastic contact rules are governed at the
contact area and two bodies are allowed to penetrate. The indentation value is then used in a nonlinear spring and
damping based model to estimate the normal contact force between wheel and rail [17].
The longitudinal, lateral and spin creepages along with the normal contact force, contact area semi-axis and other
parameters are applied as input variables to the FASTSIM algorithm in order to calculate longitudinal, lateral and spin
creep forces acting on each wheel. Therefore, at each particular time of the analysis, one can fully describe the overall
contact forces acting the wheelset.

2.1 Operational scenarios
Different types of operational scenarios including tangent and curved tracks with different radius of curvature and super
elevation angels are examined and effects of primary suspension on each case are investigated. It is also assumed that
two types of track irregularities exist: random track irregularities in the lateral direction and vertical track irregularities
with harmonic nature.
Uniformly distributed random white noise generated by MATLAB rand function is applied as the track irregularity in
the lateral direction. While, the vertical track irregularities are modeled using a stationary stochastic method and
expressed as the following one-sided density function, see e.g. [19]:

   A



c2

2
r

  2  c2   2 

,

(2)

where,  c  0.8246 rad/m and  r  0.0206 rad/m.  is the spatial angular velocity of the irregularities and coefficient
A is the scaling factor used to define the amplitude of vertical track irregularities and should be chosen within the
following range: Alow  0.59233  106 rad.m and Ahigh  1.58610  106 rad.m. It should be noted that
A  0.7930  106 rad.m in this study.

Following the descriptions given in [13] the excitation profile can be expressed in terms of a harmonic series:
N 1

u  x   2  an cos   n x   n  ,
n 0

(3)

here,  n are uniformly distributed phase angles in the range [0,2π],  n  nu / N , u is the highest frequency and
coefficients an are as follows:

  n 
       0  
   2    0  
 , for N=3, 4,…, N-1.


a0  0 , a1  
  , a2  
  and an 
2
3 
12 
 2
 2
The harmonic functions generated by Eq. (3) are applied as the track irregularities in the vertical direction.

2.2 Objective functions

Any proposal for new designs and/or efficiency improvement in current systems requires meeting some threshold
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constraints coming from various standards and manuals. In railway applications, ride comfort, safety and wear are some
of the most prominent criteria. It is almost possible to measure these parameters in many different ways depending on
the railway standards.
As aforementioned, the ultimate goal of the current research is to optimize the primary damping characteristics to
minimize wear on a given operational scenario. Hence, wear is an objective function for optimization here.
Furthermore, the proposed optimized values of design parameters should also satisfy ride comfort and safety issues.
It is often customary to span vehicle’s accelerations on the floor of carbody as a measure of ride comfort. In order to
make the measured accelerations a better representative of human body response to external excitations, different
standards like Wertungszahl (Wz), ISO and EN introduce some filters to yield the frequency weighted accelerations for
ride comfort analysis. Since, the dynamics behavior of a single wheelset is considered here and carbody motion is
totally dismissed it is impossible to follow the described methods in ride comfort evaluation. However, in order to make
a comparison between the optimization results obtained from different parts of this paper, the root mean square (RMS)
of the wheelset accelerations in longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions is introduced as follows:

C 

1
t f  t0

 a  t 
tf

w

t0

2

dt ,

(4)

where, Γc denotes comfort objective function, aw(t) is the vector of wheelset acceleration. t0 and tf are the initial and
final instants of time, respectively.
It is possible to investigate a high speed train (HST) safety from different points of view such as: risk of derailment,
critical hunting speed, wear between rail and wheel which may causes some failure and cracks in the vehicle, fault in a
track switching system or brakes and so on. It should be noted that the focus on vehicle safety issue here is based on the
dynamics and vibration design parameters. Shift force which is one of the most widely-used and well-known parameters
in railway vehicles safety analysis is applied here and expressed as [13]:
S  t   FyLeft -FyRight ,

(5)

where, Fy denotes the lateral force acting on each wheel. The shift force given in Eq. (5) usually should be filtered with
a 20 Hz low-pass filter and the values around 2 m of the peak in shift force curve have to be used in safety analysis, see
e.g. [13]. A limit of 99.85% percentile of the shift force calculated based on the prescribed method is considered as the
safety objective function ΓS here, i.e.  S  max S20 Hz ,2 m ,99.85%  .
In the present study, the wear objective function ΓW used to estimate the rate of wear in rail and wheels is defined as
follows:
W

1
t f - t0



tf

t0

1 2 i 2
 (Tγ ) dt ,
2 i 1

(6)

where, Tγi is the energy dissipation in the contact patch called wear number [13,20].
Tγi =R ix ξ ix +R iy ξ iy +M ixy ξ ixy ,

(7)

here, R ix ,R iy ,Mixy are longitudinal, lateral and spin creep contact forces and ξ ix ,ξ iy ,ξ ixy are the corresponding creepages.
The subscript i denotes right and left wheels (i.e. i=left wheel, right wheel).
From Eqs. (4-7) it is obvious that in order to evaluate all the prescribed objective functions, system dynamics response
should be determined first. Therefore, Eq. (1) should be solved in each optimization loop to yield the system dynamics
response and the corresponding objective functions.

2.3 Optimization
As aforementioned, vehicle’s speed, ride comfort, safety and wear are the most interesting factors in evaluating the cost
efficiency of railway operations. The abovementioned objective functions are highly interconnected and an
improvement in each can deteriorate the rest. For example, increasing the vehicle’s speed can reduce the track access
charges. However, that aggravates the ride comfort, safety and wear levels. Therefore, in order to attain the best
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operational efficiency, an optimization problem should be defined and solved. In the case of current study, the ultimate
aim is to optimize primary suspension damping components to have the possibility to run the vehicle at maximum
admissible speed and minimize wear on different operational scenarios. Therefore, the following optimization problem
is formulated.
For the system described by Eq. (1) subject to given initial state, prescribed structural system parameters and given
T

operational scenarios, it is required to determine the vector of design parameters d*  cx* , c*y , c*z  (optimized primary
*
suspension dampers in longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions) and the vehicle’s maximum admissible speed Vmax
such that the following conditions are guaranteed:
*
min d ,V W (d, V )  W  d* , Vmax
  Wmin  Wmax

(8a)

*
C  d* , Vmax
  Cmax

(8b)

*
 S  d* , Vmax
   max
S

(8c)

Here, Wmax , Cmax and  max
are the maximum admissible values of wear, comfort and safety objective functions,
S
respectively. Indeed, Eqs. (8) express the mathematical form of optimization problem with respect to speed and wear,
while the ride comfort and safety objective functions are taken as a threshold.
For the formulated problem, it is possible to take an evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithm (EMOA) into
consideration to perform the optimization process. The methodology works based on the genetic algorithm concept
implemented in MATLAB gamultiobj routine. The general overview of the implemented optimization routine is
portrayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Overview of the implemented optimization routine.

For a given set of operational scenarios, structural parameters and initial states, the simulation starts at vehicle’s
maximum admissible speed (Vmax). In each iteration, based on the predefined lower and upper bounds for the design
parameters (i.e. Cx  C1x Cxp  , C y  C1y C yq  and Cz  C1z Czr  ), the gamultiobj routine picks three values
for the longitudinal, lateral and vertical primary dampers (i.e. Cxi , C yj and Czk ) and evaluates the wear objective
function. The optimization routine ceases, once the convergence achieved. At this stage, the ride comfort, safety and
wear objective functions associated with the achieved optimized values of design parameters must be compared with
the corresponding maximum admissible values of the ride comfort Cmax , safety  max
and wear Wmax to make sure if the
S
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design requirements are satisfied.
For a specific vehicle’s speed, if at least one point assures all the necessary conditions, the procedure will terminated.
*

As a result, the current vehicle’s speed denotes the maximum admissible velocity Vmax and the optimization results
provide information regarding the optimized design parameters and minimum value of the objective function. In
contradict, if the optimization fails to satisfy the design conditions, the input vehicle’s speed should be decreased by ΔV
and the procedure must be repeated.
The results obtained from such analysis not only provide useful information to improve the passive bogies, but also give
insight into design adaptive vehicles. In the subsequent section the application of this method is shown through an
example.

3

Results

Structural parameter data used for the single wheelset model shown in Figure 1 are given in Table 1 and chosen as close
as possible to [17]. Before starting the optimization, it is good to check the sensitivity of the dynamics response and
wear objective function with respect to some of the input data such as forward speed, operational scenario, design
variables and so on. That could help to detect those parameters that can affect the dynamics response and wear,
significantly. Using such sensitivity analysis, one can narrows down the input parameters for the optimization and speed
up the process.
After the simplifications discussed in the previous sections, a satisfactory level of computation time for the system
dynamics response analysis achieved. Therefore, it is not necessary to perform deep sensitivity analysis here and reduce
the number of varying parameters in optimization. However, as an example, variations of wear objective function with
respect to different lateral damping coefficients, vehicle speeds and vertical track irregularities are demonstrated in
Figure 2.

Table 1. Structural parameters data

Variable
mw
Ixx
Iyy
Izz
W
Kx
Ky
Kz
μ
E
b
2s

Description
Wheelset mass
Moment of inertia along x axis
Moment of inertia along y axis
Moment of inertia along z axis
External vertical load
Longitudinal spring stiffness
Lateral spring stiffness
Vertical spring stiffness
Coefficient of friction
Elasticity module
Distance between longitudinal springs
Gage value

Value
1568 kg
656 kg.m2
168 kg.m2
656 kg.m2
98 KN
1.35×105 N/m
2.5×105 N/m
2.5×105 N/m
0.15
210 GPa
0.9 m
1432 mm

It should be noted that no lateral track irregularities are considered for this case. Furthermore, the damping values in
longitudinal and vertical (Cx and Cz) as well as lateral direction (Cy=d1, d2, d3, d4) are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Damping values in different directions (N/m.s)

Longitudinal
Cx
1.0×105

Vertical
Cz
1.0×105

Lateral (Cy)
d1
0.0

d2
1.0×103

d3
1.0×104

d4
1.0×105

As expected, increasing speed and/or track irregularity amplitudes leads to higher values of ΓW (see Figure
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ΓW

ΓW

ΓW

2). That means higher wear and maintenance cost. It is also shown that the vehicle performance is a function
of damping parameters. For instance, as follows from analysis of Figure 2 to minimize wear while running
the vehicle with maximum speed of 60 m/s on ideal, track with low and high amplitude irregularities, d3, d4
and d2 lateral damping coefficients should be chosen, respectively. Therefore, one can achieve better
performance by designing adaptive components and control strategies like the possibility to switch between
optimized damping coefficients on each operational scenario and minimize the ΓW.

Figure 2. ΓW vs. lateral damper coefficient di for different railway vehicle speeds and track irregularities, a) ideal track; b)
low amplitude irregularities; c) high amplitude irregularities

In order to start the optimization, it is necessary to define some of the input parameters to the optimization routine. The
following initial guess for the damping parameters Cx0  1 105 N/m.s, C y0  1 103 N/m.s and Cz0  1 105 N/m.s are
considered in the longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions, respectively. In addition, lower and upper bounds for the
damping coefficients in all directions are Bl=0 and Bu= 5  105 N/m.s, respectively. Population size for the optimization
is equal to 20.
The primary suspension damping optimization of bogie with respect to wear is formulated and solved for different
wheelset speeds and various operational scenarios given in Table 3. It should be noted that in all these simulation cases,
the wheelset is subject to similar random lateral and harmonic vertical track irregularities as described in previous
section. In addition, the wear objective function is evaluated on Ls=500 m length of the track travelled by the wheelset.
It should be noted that the speed values for each simulation case are the maximum admissible values obtained from
safety issue ГS as well as optimization.
Table 3. Different operational scenarios

Simulation case
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

Radius of curvature R (m)
∞
2000
1000
500
350

Track Type
Tangent
Large radius
Large radius
Medium radius
Small radius

Super elevation angle φse (deg)
0
8
10
12
14

Velocity (m/s)
60
50
40
30
25

The optimized values of the primary suspension damping components and relative improvements in the objective
functions for different operational scenarios are presented in Figure 3 and Table 4, respectively. Therefore, the
optimization problem defined by Eqs (8) has a solution. From the Table 4, it is clear that wear objective functions
sensitive with respect to primary suspension damping components for different operational scenarios. Wear can be
reduced on a small radius curve (P5) up to 11% for the vehicle running with highest admissible speed (25m/s) by
choosing suitable values for damping coefficients.
In the case of longitudinal damper, the simulations have shown that relatively large values for Cx can reduce wear for
tangent and large radius curve tracks (Figure 3). While, in order to reduce wear on medium or small radius curves, the
longitudinal damper values should be decreased. Since longitudinal primary damper can supress the yaw motion of
wheelset as well as reduce wear on large radius curves, higher values for that parameter can be an advantageous on such
operational scenarios. However, that could increase wear for smaller radius of curves. Semi-active control strategies
(on-off or switching) could be a smart solution for that problem. Therefore, in order to have minimum wear during the
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operational, such control techniques could activate higher and lower longitudinal damping values on large and small
radius curves, respectively.
The optimization results have also shown that in order to have minimum wear for a single wheelset running on the
prescribed operational scenarios while the radius of curvature (R) decreases; the lateral damping value (Cy) should be
magnified, while the vertical damping (Cz) has to be reduced (Figure 3). An exception for this conclusion is the case P2P3 where the radius of curvature reduces, while the lateral and vertical damping coefficients should be decreased and
increased, respectively. Case P2 needs large lateral and relatively small vertical dampers to provide minimum wear. It
should be noted that the vehicle speed for simulations on each operational scenario is different and as discussed
previously vehicle speed affects wear and optimization results drastically. Therefore, the optimized damping values
obtained here not only depend on the operational scenario (R and φse) but also on forward speed. In addition, succeed of
any genetic algorithm based optimization routine depends on the defined population size, tolerances and initial guess for
the design parameters. Inappropriate initial guess in such optimization routines can lead to a local minimum instead of
the global optimum and that could be an important issue.

Figure 3. Optimized primary suspension damping

Table 4 shows how the obtained optimization results affect ГW, ГS and ГC (in terms of relative percentile %) for
different operational scenarios in comparison with the respective values of these objective functions obtained using
initial guess for the primary suspension damping.

Table 4. Relative improvement in objective functions (%)
Case

W
rel

 %

S
 rel
%

Crel %

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

0.72
1.04
1.50
5.76
11.23

-0.27
-1.41
32.09
-30.78
-39.71

-0.82
-1.06
47.12
-15.91
-33.74

It can be deduced that optimized values of design parameters (primary suspension dampers) can reduce wear and
increase the cost efficiency of railway operation, significantly. In the case of tangent or large radius curve operational
scenarios, this improvement is small while for medium and/or small radius curves the wear reductions are more
noticeable (in considered numerical example - up to 11%). That is understandable inasmuch as wear generation on
curves is much higher than the corresponding tangent or large radius curve operational scenarios.
It should be also noted that in the case of using optimized values of primary suspension dampers, ride comfort and
safety status of the wheelset can be affected negatively in comparison with the values corresponding to initial guess as
shown in Table 4. Since, the optimization is applied with respect to wear, ride comfort and safety objective functions
could be either improve or deteriorate. However, as the numerical simulation for the considered system has shown ride
comfort and safety status for optimized primary suspension damping are still within the admissible range.
The simulation results for the passive case can give insight into designing adaptive bogies. Semi-active vibration control
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strategies using on-off switching and MR dampers could be one of the possible approaches here. For instance, in order
to run the vehicle as fast as possible while giving minimum wear on a tangent track, then on large and medium radius
curves described in Table 3, based on the current operational scenario switching between the optimized primary damper
values given in Figure 3 could be useful. That could be considered as the future steps of this study.

4

Conclusion

The optimization of primary suspension dampers of a single rigid wheelset with respect to wear has been explored.
Simulations have been performed on several operational scenarios including tangent and curved tracks with lateral and
vertical track irregularities. The RMS value of wear number has been considered as the objective function for the
optimization, while ride comfort and safety have been taken as thresholds. Genetic algorithm based multiobjective
optimization routine is chosen for the analysis.
Dynamics response of the system on different operational scenarios has shown the sensitivity of objective functions in
question with respect to primary suspension damping components and forward speed. The obtained optimized values of
primary suspension dampers provided appropriate improvement in wear status as well as satisfactory results for the ride
comfort and safety.
The results of this investigation could help to identify the optimized characteristics of primary suspension passive
dampers on different scenarios and give some hints of designing of bogie with adaptive components (e.g. by using
semi-active and/or active vibration control techniques for bogie primary suspension).
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